B. A. A. Meet.

The annual open handicap games of the B. A. A. will be held in Mechanics Building next Saturday evening. The meet is one of the leading events in the athletic and college world, and the number of entries promises as interesting an evening as any of the former ones. As usual there are several dark horses, and several surprises are apt to be sprung and new records established.

As usual, the 40-yard dash has the most entries. Harvard sends Dana and Larocy, and Ristine and Ellis of last year’s football team. F. B. Scheuber, the Worcester Academy dark horse of the meet two years ago, will this year run for Hopkinson. Georgetown will send her crack runner, Arthur Duffy. Yale sends Franchot and Thomas; Holy Cross sends Sullivan, and Somerville sends W. D. Eaton.

The high jump has such men as Jones, of N. Y. University, last year’s intercollegiate champion; Carroll of Harvard Law; Arthur Rotch, former captain of Harvard track team; I. K. Baxter formerly of Trinity and University of Pennsylvania; F. K. Baxter of M. I. T.; and Frank Conway of South Boston.

Champion Maxey Long, will be seen in the 600-yard, and in the quarter and will be matched against Snow of Bowdoin; Hastings of Cornell; Schwerppe of Harvard and Dow of Dartmouth. In the 1000-yard run will appear Moynihan of Holy Cross, Franchot of Yale, Buckley of Tufts, Crawford of Williams and Dixon of Worcester High.

The two-mile run claims such men as Alex and Dick Grant; Taylor, Carter and Williams of Harvard, Kanaly of Cambridgeport, and Sandford of Knickerbocker A. C. The one-mile will probably go to Alex Grant, but will be hotly contested with Brignolia of Cambridge, and Dixon of Worcester High.

The stars for the hurdles are Potter of Williams, O’Connor of Exeter, Scheuber of Hopkinson, and Thomas of Yale. In the field events, Dick Sheldon of Yale, and Ray Ewey of N. Y. A. C. are the leaders.

The team races have been scheduled as follows: — Harvard vs. U. P.; Cornell vs. Princeton; Dartmouth vs. Columbia; Amherst vs. Williams; Exeter vs. Andover; M. I. T. vs. Bowdoin; Boston Y. M. C. A. vs. Cambridge Y. M. C. A., and the class teams from Harvard.

Technology at the B. A. A. Meet.

With the opening of the second term comes an increased activity in athletics, stirred up as they are by the nearness of the B. A. A. games. These will be held Saturday evening, Feb. 16, at Mechanics Hall.

Technology is again matched with her victorious rival of last year’s relay team race, Bowdoin, and promises to do all in her power to retrieve last season’s defeat. The team will be in good condition, though the meet comes soon after the vacation, and will probably be picked from the following men, under the captaincy of W. W. Garrett, ’01; — W. W. Garrett, ’01; R. S. Franklin, ’02; K. C. Grant, ’02; A. W. Rowe, ’01; G. C. Capelle, ’02.

These men are working hard and conscientiously, and when our team comes upon the track it should receive such an ovation as to make the men run the race of their life and bring victory to Technology.

Besides the team race we have several individual entries, and promise of several more before the entries close. Among the entries are: — R. V. Brown, ’02, in the 40-yard dash; J. C. Crowell, ’04, in the 40-yd. and 440-yd. dashes; F. K. Baxter, ’01, in the high and standing broad-jumps; H. F. Peaslee, ’03, in the mile; and H. T. Winchester, ’03, in the 40-yd. dash and shot-put. Judging from the previous work of these men, Technology should make a good showing.